以下每題均為一分
1.—10. ACDDA  BCCBD  11.—20. DCBAD  ACBBC
38.—40. DCB  41.—50. ADBDC  BDCBA  51.—60. CBAAD  CCDBD
61.—70. BCADD  ACBCD  71.—73. BBC

74. diagnosis  75. trembling  76. rudeness  77. invisible  78. defeated  79. witness
80. coincidence  81. rival  82. profitable  83. applause

84. Had the curse not been broken in 2004, it would have lasted forever.
85. It was brave of him to go on with his life in spite of great suffering.
86. It is believed that the crop circles were/have been created by aliens.
87. Only when he caressed his paintings did his face brighten with joy.

IX. Translation: 13% (除 88 題一分外，其餘每題二分，錯一字扣 0.5 分，每題扣至零分為止)
88. It is/has been twelve years
   Twelve years have passed/gone by/gone on
89. he applied for jobs one after another/the other
   he applied for one job after another/the other
90. rather than/instead of giving in/yielding/surrendering/succumbing/submitting to the odds
91. This (vocational) training meant the world/a lot/everything to him
92. Soon (after/afterward(s))/Shortly (after/afterward(s))/Before long, Peter found a job as an office employee
93. moved/went on to the position of the general manager
94. as/so long as we are confident of/have confidence in our abilities and (will) persevere